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This established textbook is didactically excellent and it unifies intuitiveness with extraordinary precision of its terminology and their derivation. It was developed as manuscript to teach students in electrical engineering, and has served to do so for thousands of students over 2 decades.

Discussed is the electromagnetic field theory and its mathematical methods. Maxwell’s equations are presented and explained. It follows a detailed discussion of electrostatics, flux, magnetostatics, quasi stationary fields and electromagnetic fields.

The author presents how to apply numerical methods like finite differences, finite elements, boundary elements, image charge methods, and Monte-Carlo methods to field theory problems. He offers an outlook on fundamental issues in physics including quantum mechanics. Some of these issues are still unanswered questions. A chapter dedicated to the theory of special relativity, which allows to simplify a number of field theory problems, complements this book.

A book whose usefulness is not limited to engineering students, but can be very helpful for physicists and other branches of science.
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Functional Programming in R: Advanced Statistical Programming for Data Science, Analysis and FinanceApress, 2017

	Master functions and discover how to write functional programs in R. In this concise book, you'll make your functions pure by avoiding side-effects; you’ll write functions that manipulate other functions, and you’ll construct complex functions using simpler functions as building blocks.
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office 2003Que, 2003
Tired of Office books that read as though Microsoft employees wrote them? Tired of books containing little more than you can pull from the Help system?

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then you owe it to yourself to get a copy of this book. Most books written on Microsoft products simply parrot the information found in...
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Real World Microsoft Access Database Protection and SecurityApress, 2003
Microsoft Access is the most popular desktop database in the world today and  its very popularity means that its security measures can be easily compromised.  Real World Microsoft Access Database Security takes a different approach  to all the other Access books in the market in that it focuses from the start on  all the issues that...
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Sons of Fortune (Archer, Jeffrey)St Martin Press, 2003
"A master at mixing power, politics, and profit into fiction."-- Entertainment Weekly

"Archer is a master entertainer"--Time magazine

"Archer plots with skill, and keeps you turning the pages."--The Boston Globe

"Cunning plots, silken style... Archer...
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Information System Development: Improving Enterprise CommunicationSpringer, 2014

	Information System Development—Improving Enterprise Communication are the collected proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Information Systems Development: Improving Enterprise Communication—ISD 2013 Conference, held in Seville, Spain. It follows in the tradition of previous conferences in the series in...
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Practical Big Data Analytics: Hands-on techniques to implement enterprise analytics and machine learning using Hadoop, Spark, NoSQL and RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get command of your organizational Big Data using the power of data science and analytics 

	
		Key Features

		
			A perfect companion to boost your Big Data storing, processing, analyzing skills to help you take informed business decisions
	
			Work with the best tools such as Apache...
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